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Abstract
The importance of monitoring in vivo interaction that occurs between cells /bio/tissue recipient in the understanding of
tissue regeneration processes becomes ever greater. This study aims to monitor and evaluate the influence of scaffold
implants of poly (L-co-D, L lactic acid) - PLDLA synthesized in the laboratory, previously cultured with primary
osteoblastic cells heterologously stained with the fluorescent vital dye, PKH26, on the tissue regeneration process in
8 mm central critical defects of the Wistar rat calvaria. The results obtained by MTT assay and monitoring of cells stained
with PKH26 dye over 14 days of culture showed that the dye was cytocompatible with osteoblastic cells and did not
exert a negative influence on the growth of unstained cells. In the in vivo study, macroscopic observations made during
deployment times corroborate the results in vitro, as no apparent signs of toxicity were observed in the implanted bone
defect area. The use of mobile monitoring with the dye, PKH26 in vivo is an effective strategy for the understanding
of cell behaviour in the presence of PLDLA polymer.
Keywords: PKH26, PLDLA, scaffolds, tissue engineering.

1. Introduction
The growth of tissue engineering and regenerative
medicine in recent years reflects the efforts of researchers
in the search for new strategies in an attempt to compensate
for, as one example, the issue of limited availability of
autologous tissue in procedures involving bone grafts.
It is estimated that over 2.2 million grafts are performed
annually worldwide for the repair of bone defects[1,2], and
the growth forecast that surrounds this market reflects the
significant volume of this industry, which was US $2.1 billion
in 2013 and is projected to increase to $2.7 billion in 2020,
according to Global Data.
Among the materials with the greatest potential to
be used in tissue engineering, bioresorbable polymers
belonging to the family of poly (α-hydroxy acids), such
as poly (L-co-D, L lactic acid) (PLDLA), stand out for
their properties such as biocompatibility and versatility
in terms of degradation over time. Regarding the most
efficient way to promote the organization, growth and
differentiation of cells in the tissue formation process in
injured tissue, the most appropriate type of devices are the
scaffolds, which must meet a series of requirements, such
as excellent biocompatibility, good mechanical properties
and adequate porosity[3,4]. The degradation rate of the
copolymer is intermediate between poly (L- lactic acid)
and poly (DL- lactic acid), thus proving very interesting for
most applications[5]. Furthermore the lactic DL- acid units in
the copolymer chain sequence hinder the crystallization of
lactic L- acid, while the strength of the material is maintained
for the period necessary for recovering the treated tissue[6].
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Understanding the wide range of cellular and molecular
responses involved in an in vivo system is quite complex;
this has often led to misunderstanding and erroneous or
contradictory interpretation of the actual biological events
that guide a biomaterial implantation success and therefore,
which properties and features should be developed in the
biomedical implantable devices[7].
The use of so-called “constructs”, which are scaffolds
grown onto autogenous or allogenic bone cells employed
in tissue engineering and aimed at providing a higher rate
of regeneration in various tissues, but little is known about
the biological function and behaviour of the transplanted
cells in the in vivo environment, and unsatisfactory results
are reported frequently, for example, low viability of the
transplanted cells and immune response of the organ / tissue
implant[8,9].
The monitoring of live biological interactions has been
shown extremely important and the use of fluorescence
microscopy techniques stands out in this sense, due to the
ease of handling and low cost of application, both in relation
to previous procedures for cell labelling, as does the cost
of acquisition and maintenance of the equipment itself.
As a rule, to investigate the biological behaviour of cells
seeded in vivo, it is essential to select such cells. Accordingly,
the fluorescent dye, PKH26 is an efficient marker that can
be used to track and trace cells through its ability to bind to
membrane lipid regions of several cell types[10,11].
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The use of PKH26 is extending to stem cell transplants
for applications including diseases of the retina, myocardium
and brain and bone regeneration[12,13].
In this work, the application of PKH26 dye, subjected
to the method of evaluation and monitoring of polymeric
constructs containing primary osteoblastic halogen cells,
aims to contribute to the knowledge needed to develop new
biomaterials and the preparation of strategies that provide
a greater clinical success of the application of biomaterials
focused on orthopaedics and bone regeneration processes.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Porous scaffolds
PLDLA 70/30 Solutions Lab synthesized in Biomaterials
- PUC/SP for Motta and Duek[14] were prepared by dilution
of the copolymer in methylene chloride (Merck) (10% w/v)
at room temperature. To obtain scaffolds, PLDLA was added
to the sucrose solution (Synth) (75% w/v) with controlled
particle size between 200 and 500 μm. The solution was
poured into a cylindrical mold of silicone with a diameter of
8 mm. After evaporation of the solvent and sucrose removal
in a 1% solution of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), scaffolds were
dried under vacuum and stored in a desiccator.

2.2 Isolation and collection of osteoblastic cells
Osteoblastic cells were obtained by explantation of the
calvarial bone fragments of three Wistar rats (250-300 g) at
20 days of age, according to the method of Declercq et al.[15].

2.3 Cell labelling
Distribution and cellular behaviour of cultured osteoblasts
in the scaffolds in in vitro assays and in vivo were assessed
by fluorescence microscopy. Prior to cell culture in the
scaffolds, the cells were labelled with the fluorescent vital
dye, PKH26 (General PKH26-GL cell linker kit, Sigma

) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The cell
membrane of 2 x 105 cells per mL were stained with the
fluorescent marker and cultured in 48-well polystyrene
culture plates containing pre-sterilized glass coverslips. After
24 and 14 days of culture, the coverslips were washed in
PBS and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA-Merck)[16].
Image acquisition and evaluation was performed using a
NIKON ECLIPSE E800 fluorescence microscope (NIKON
Instruments) with an excitation wavelength of 543 nm and
an emission wavelength.

2.4 Growing cell scaffolds
The scaffolds of cylindrical PLDLA were cut into
0.5 mm thick slices, disinfected in 70% ethanol by 1 hour
and rinsed in ultrapure water. Following cell staining with
PKH26 dye, the stained cells were reseeded onto 96-well
plates at a density of 2 x 105 cells per mL and cultured on
scaffolds for either 24 h or 14 days.
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2.5 In vitro cell viability
2.5.1 MTT assay
Cell viability of osteoblasts marked by PKH26 dye was
investigated by the metabolic MTT assay[17]. A concentration
of 2 x 105 cells per mL was seeded on supports and controls
in standard DMEM, supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum (FBS), and further incubated for 24 h in an incubator
(5% CO2 at 37 °C). Then the medium was removed, the
wells rinsed with 0.1 M PBS buffer and to each well was
added 100 ul of DMEM medium containing 10 uL of
3‑(4,5-dimethylthiazol‑2-yl) -2,5 diphenyl tetrazolium
bromide, MTT (5 mg/mL), followed by an incubation
period of 4 h at 37 °C in the dark. After this time the solution
containing MTT was replaced by 200 μL of dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO) solution, and 25 ul Glycine/Sorensen buffer.
Afterwards, 100 ul of the solution contained in the wells
were transferred to a new plate and the absorbance of MTT
was determined at 570 nm by microplate reader Elx-800-UV
(Bio-Tek Instruments, USA).

2.6 Preparation of implants
Cell viability and distribution of osteoblastic cells
labelled by fluorescent dye, PKH26 was also investigated
by fluorescence microscopy. After 24 h or 14 days of
cultivation, the cured scaffolds were fixed in 13% gelatin
solution, diluted with distilled water, plus 30% sucrose.
The material was immersed in a solution containing 30%
sucrose for a 2-3 day period and then frozen at -70 °C for
24 h and subjected to the criotomia technique in a cryostat
(Shandon Cryotome E). Cryosections were obtained from
the series surface of the scaffold, allowing the monitoring
of the distribution of cells marked with PKH26 for the
process of proliferation and cell migration into the scaffold.
The slides were photographed on a fluorescence inverted
optical microscope (NIKON - E 800).

2.7 In vivo experiments
Thirty-four Wistar rats of both sexes (250-300 g) were
used. Rats were divided into groups according to implant
time (4, 8 and 12 weeks) and subdivided by treatment used,
and only the 4-week time point (n = 7) was monitored for
cells labelled by fluorescent dye, PKH26. The treatment
groups were as follows: A control group was given pure
PLDLA implants. The PLDLA group was given implants
cultured with osteoblast cells marked by PKH26.
2.7.1 Implantation
The main steps in the surgical procedure are represented
in Figure 1A-F. Animals were subjected to general anaesthesia
administered intramuscularly with 10% ketamine hydrochloride
solution (40 mg/kg) and xylazine 2% (5 mg/kg). A 30 mm
incision was made in the parietal region of the skull,
following the path of the sagittal suture. The musculature
and periosteum were also displaced to expose the parietal
bone, as shown in Figure 1A. A central critical defect was
made in the skull of the animal with the aid of a trephine
drill of 8 mm diameter (Figure 1B). At the defect site, a
tight scaffold was formed by a cylindrical mold of silicone
(Figure 1E), developed into a similar shape to that of the
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hematoxylin and eosin (HE). The slides were photographed
with a fluorescence optical microscope (NIKON - E 800).
The central region of each critical defect was subjected
to histological analysis. To this end, the caps were divided
into six sections following the coronal plane and covering
the length of the defective region. With the aid of a calibrated
examiner using an optical microscope fitted with incandescent
and fluorescent light filters, observations and analysis of
new bone formation, ACS waste, waste clot elements and
tissue inflammation were carried out.

2.9 Fluorescent cell monitoring and analysis
The monitoring of fluorescent cells in vivo was carried
out with the help of NIS -Elements Advanced Research
software image analysis installed on an optical microscope
(NIKON E800). Areas and fluorescent dots (corresponding
to labelled cells in culture) of the implant and new bone
formation that exhibited fluorescence were detected and
evaluated for distribution and cell migration inside the
implants.
Figure 1. Steps of the surgical procedure performed for the
implantation of scaffolds: (A) incision to expose the parietal bone;
(B) critical defect; (C) extraction of bone fragment; (D) defect area;
(E) implanted scaffold; (F) suture.

extracted bone fragment (Figure 1C). Figure 1D illustrates
the defect area and intact blood vessels, suggesting that
there was no damage to the animal’s brain. The skin on
the defect region was repositioned and sutured followed by
local antisepsis (Figure 1F). All experimental procedures
involving the use of animals were approved by the Ethics
Committee on the use of animals in the Centre of Medical and
Health Sciences at PUC/SP Sorocaba Campus (n.2013/13).

2.8 Processing of material for histological analysis
After fixation, the material was subjected to decalcification
in EDTA solution (4.13%) for 21 days. Samples were prepared
for histological analysis in accordance with techniques used
for light microscopy, using wax as a means of inclusion.
Bone fragments containing the implants were subjected
to the following processes: dehydration in a sequence
of three tanks containing ethanol solutions of increasing
concentration (80, 90 and 100%) where they remained for
30 min; diafanization I and II in xylene for 30 min followed
by soaking in liquid paraffin I and II at 60 °C for 30 min.
The material was embedded in cubic shapes measuring
approximately 2.5 cm and filled with paraffin at 60 °C
forming blocks that remained at rest for 24 h at room
temperature to cure. We then trimmed the blocks for the
following histological cutting process.
For in vivo monitoring of fluorescent cells, samples were
fixed in a 13% hard gelatin solution diluted with distilled
water plus 30% sucrose. The material was then immersed in
a solution containing 30% sucrose for 2-3 days. The material
was then frozen at -70 °C for 24 h and immediately subjected
to freezing in a cryostat (Shandon Cryotome E).
Histological sections of 3 μm thickness were obtained
using a Leica type RM2245 microtome, and stained with
Polímeros, 27(1), 83-91, 2017

3. Results
The manufacture of polymeric scaffolds obtained by the
porogeno leaching method is widely used for both in vitro
assays and in vivo, in order to assess the cytocompatibility,
biocompatibility and influence of new materials on the
biological behaviour of cells and tissues[18]. Some practical
advantages of this method lie in its low manufacturing
cost and pore size control, which are compatible with the
biological specificity of each cell and tissue type[19].

3.1 In vitro study
3.1.1 Fluorescent labelling
In order to monitor the manner of operation and colouring
behaviour of PKH 26, primary osteoblast cells previously
stained with PKH26 were grown on glass coverslips and
monitored by fluorescence microscopy after 24 h and
14 days in culture (Figure 2). Cells were positive for the dye,
PKH26, showing a fluorescence signal intensity sufficient
for monitoring, which indicated PKH26 was suitable for
use in this study.
After 24 h of cultivation (Figure 2A), PKH26-labelled
cells were isolated to show the projections of well-defined
cytoplasmic membrane and slightly rounded morphology
or Splay typical of cellular adhesion to the substrate in
the early stages of cultivation. In addition, there were no
apparent signs of dye cytotoxicity, such as the appearance
of cellular debris or altered cellular morphology.
After 14 days in culture (Figure 2B), the surfaces of
all glass coverslips analysed (n = 3) were almost entirely
covered with a confluent layer of cells exhibiting fluorescent
signals with very similar intensity to that found after 24 h
of cultivation. Due to the high density of overlapping cells
adhered on the coverslip and the affinity of the dye for
extracellular matrix lipophilic groups synthesized by the cells
during the cultivation period, it was not possible to observe
the division of the cytoplasmic membrane of osteoblasts or
their morphology[20]. However, the presence of juxtaposed
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Figure 2. Confirmation of cell labelling with the fluorescent dye, PKH26. (A) Osteoblastic cells grown on glass coverslips after 24 h;
(B) osteoblast cell culture after 14 days.

cell groups inserted into the extracellular matrix were clearly
distinguishable in that they exhibited a sharp and strong
bright red fluorescence intensity relative to the array[21].

3.2 Cell viability
According to the results presented in Figure 3 comparing
the growth curves of stained and unstained osteoblast cells
cultured in culture wells (n = 6), cell labelling with the dye did
not cause any cytotoxic effects on osteoblast cells. From the
growth curves of unstained (control) cells and osteoblasts
stained with PKH26, it can be seen that the adhesion rate
and cell proliferation displayed no significant difference over
any of the cultivation times analysed (p > 0.01), confirming
thus the cytocompatibility of the dye.
Because it is a cytocompatible, nonspecific cell membrane
dye, PKH 26 is widely used in monitoring studies applying
the practices of tissue engineering and cell therapy[8,22,23].
However, several researchers have shown that the long
functional life of the dye, or fluorescence emission in vitro
and in vivo, and the degree of dye cytocompatibility may
be related to the relationship between the dye concentration
and cell concentration used in the experiment as well as
the greater or lesser affinity of the dye for a particular cell
type or tissue[24,25].
Thus, the results obtained by in vitro monitoring analyses
and cell viability assay of osteoblast cells in culture stained
with PKH 26 allow us to conclude that the concentrations
and procedures used in this experimental protocol have
proven effective for cell labelling of osteoblasts, suggesting
that the deployment of cultivated PLDLA scaffolds with
PKH26-stained osteoblasts, proposed in the second stage
of this project, will not present risks or negative influences
on the process of bone repair in vivo.

3.3 In vivo experiments
After the implantation step, animals were observed
according to the conditions resulting from the surgical
procedure, as the clinical evolution of the neurological
point of view, motor response, sensitivity, and power and
water consumption. Such analysis showed that the process
of implantation of scaffolds seeded with osteoblastic cells
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Figure 3. Comparison of the growth of unstained osteoblast cells
(no fluorescent labelling) and osteoblast cells stained with PKH26
after 24 h, 5 days and 12 days of cultivation.

and the surgical procedure did not exert negative influences
on the recovery of the animals. After an implantation period
of 4, 8 or 12 weeks, the rats were sacrificed by an overdose
of halothane[26]. The calvaria containing the implant region
were removed and immediately placed in Bouin’s fixative
solution 10% for a period of 24 h.
3.3.1 Extraction and material processing
Macroscopic evaluation of the implanted material and
appearance of the implantation site was performed throughout
all of the bone regeneration times studied. An improvement in
the appearance of the implant site with the gradual absorption
of the material over 4, 8, and 12 weeks (Figures 4A-C) as
well as improved biological interaction and integration of
bulk tissue and scaffold PLDLA suggested that the implanted
device served its function of temporarily synthetic matrix .
No acute inflammatory response signal or rejection of the
implanted material was found, proving the biocompatibility of
PLDLA synthesized in the laboratory, which is in agreement
with a study by Más et al.[27] on osteoblast interaction with
a copolymer surface.
Polímeros, 27(1), 83-91, 2017
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3.3.2 Histological analysis and fluorescent labelling
One of the points discussed in relation to the implantation
of previously cultured cells is their identification; on way to
distinguish newly formed tissue and to monitor the way it
behaves in the new environment is by the labelling cells with
specific dyes. Another issue is whether the defect is filled
with surrounding cells or with implanted cells. To evaluate
the effect of implantation of scaffolds seeded with osteoblast
cells marked with PKH26, the devices were grown for
14 days and implanted into the central bony defects in the

skull in Wistar rats. The first group of cells was labelled
with fluorescent scaffolds for a duration of 4 weeks. The dye
was clearly seen, which allowed monitoring of the cells.
Figure 5 shows the micrographs of histological sections of
the middle region of the implanted scaffold PLDLA area
cultivated with osteoblast cells stained by PKH26.
The population of cells located at the edge of the bone
defect (Figure 6A) in contact with the original bone suggests
that, during cell culture, there was a preference for the region
as a result of further diffusion of nutrients from the culture
medium in peripheral regions of the scaffolds of PLDLA[28].

Figure 4. Calvarias removed from animals at days 4 (A), 8 (B) and 12 (C) weeks, showing the evolution of regeneration in the defect area.

Figure 5. Cell monitoring PLDLA scaffolds cultured with osteoblast cells after 4 weeks of implantation. (A) Photomicrograph illustrating the
population of osteoblastic cells (O) displaying red fluorescence, located on the edge of the bone defect (DB - “bone defect”); (B) Population
of cells located in the central region of the implant with visible presence of the polymer scaffold (P).

Figure 6. Histological and fluorescent PLDLA of scaffolds cultured with osteoblast cells after 12 weeks of implantation. BD - bone
defect and NB - neoformed bone.
Polímeros, 27(1), 83-91, 2017
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Figure 5B illustrates the central area of the critical defects
implanted with PLDLA scaffold where, although some regions
show small areas colonized by pre-cultured osteoblasts and
labelled with PKH26, the physical structure of the scaffold
was shown to promote migration/cellular distribution within
the implanted material. Figure 7 shows histological images
of the bone defect area after 4 weeks (A and B) 8 weeks
(C and D) and 12 weeks (E and F).
On all edges illustrated in Figure 7, irregular formation
and growth of bone tissue was observed. The resulting
defects at 4 weeks (Figures 7A and 7B), appear to be smaller
than the primary defect and, especially in areas where the
external diploe is located in proximity to skeletal muscle
growth. At the 4-week time point assessed, no cases of
bone formation were observed without direct contact with
the defect edges. At 8 weeks post implantation, the defect
was apparently less severe than at the previous time point,
showing continuous and asymmetric bone formation.
Moreover, sharp bone growth can be noted in the closing
trend from the edges, as evidenced by the greater amount of
newly formed bone (Figures 7C and 7D). In no case were

bone formation focuses forming calluses for the internal
diploe observed, similar to that within the limits of the brain
itself. At 12 weeks, the reduction of the defect was greater
with irregular growth, but throughout the surrounding area.
Secondary bone formation occurs preferentially in parallel
beams between them (Figures 7E and 7F), simulating the
original aspect diploe. At that time, it became a clear case
of bone formation without direct contact with the edges
(Figure 6).
Figure 8 shows the histological analysis of fluorescent
and cultivated PLDLA scaffolds with osteoblast cells after
4 days (A and B), 8 weeks (C and D) and 12 weeks (E and F)
of implantation.
The images in Figure 8 refer to the same area of t he bone
defect with the left panel representing bone stained with
hematoxylin and eosin and the right panel, the corresponding
fluorescent image, indicating the osteoblast cells labelled with
the dye, PKH26. At 4 weeks, the distribution of fluorescent
cells throughout the defect area is clearly apparent, suggesting
that they contributed to the process of tissue repair in vivo

Figure 7. Histological analysis of PLDLA scaffolds cultured with osteoblast cells after 4 weeks (A and B) 8 weeks (C and D) and 12 weeks
(E and F) of implantation.
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Figure 8. Histological analysis of PLDLA and fluorescent scaffolds cultured with osteoblast cells after 4 weeks (A and B) 8 weeks
(C and D) and 12 weeks (E and F) of implantation.

as shown in the highlighted areas of Figure 8B. At 8 weeks,
similarly, the image suggests the migration of dye-labelled
cells, evidenced both in the defect area and at the edges of
the newly formed bone. Already at 12 weeks, the image
reveals the formation of bone spurs, irregular, primary and
surrounded by osteoblast cells. Figure 6 shows, independent
of defect edge (BD), an area of newly

formed bone (TON)
significant after 12 weeks of implantation.
In Figure 6B, the arrows point to cells precultured and
implanted with fluorescent dye, both in the bone defect
area linked to the edge and the unrelated surrounding
area, suggesting a contribution of these active cells to the
formation of this fragment.
Among the important requirements of a dye of choice
stands out the following: the ability to remain detectable
after a long time, ease of handling and non-interference in
immunocytochemical responses of cells implanted in the
Polímeros, 27(1), 83-91, 2017

tissue. In this work, we verified the cytocompatibility the
PKH26 dye in the cultivation of osteoblast cells for 14 days
and also by MTT assay.

4. Conclusions
In this work, the cytocompatibility the PKH26 dye was
verified in osteoblasts in cell culture for 14 days on PLDLA
scaffolds by MTT assay. The dye did not exert negative
influences on cell growth of osteoblasts in relation to unstained
cells. In the in vivo study, macroscopic observations made
during deployment times corroborated the in vitro results, as
no apparent signs of toxicity were observed in the implanted
bone defect area. The use of mobile monitoring with the dye,
PKH26 in vivo is an effective strategy for the understanding
of cell behaviour in the presence of PLDLA polymer.
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